ACROSS
1 Shot after warning shout to give up (6)
4 Worried? Trust me to bag leading part in Working Girl (8)
10 Get better insurance after a couple of reminders (7)
11 Moderately slow start to novel by a writer from Italy (7)
12 Very small amount of exactly what is needed discovered in Maine (4)
13 Former Aussie skipper has story about Bradman’s last boundary (10)
16 Record on favourites coming from behind is plain (6)
17 Touch on meeting Tom back in court (7)
20 Complaints essentially stopping needy women’s means of support (4,3)
21 Toff taken aback by ultimate in headgear (6)
24 Obtains print-out including breakdown of bacterium deactivators (10)
25 Privileged Ivanka’s not entirely a prima donna (4)
27 Familiar weapon of the police (3,4)
29 The final part of story spoken in French by Penny (4,3)
30 Organise books on administration (8)

DOWN
1 Quick to accommodate soldiers with space in part of ship (8)
2 Racket hobo created around town to cause a disturbance (4,3,4)
3 Yield under pressure from Grant (4)
5 Feature of stage trickery associated with nameless benefactor (4,4)
6 Implied when lower in rank than Rose (10)
7 God of sleep sent up (3)
8 Obliged to store pears evenly in rows (6)
9 Bear seen in stream (5)
14 Surprisingly intent on supporting current Conservative leader lacking in self-restraint (11)
15 Harsh criticism of drug taking in Romania’s capital after short investigation (10)
18 Periodical on literature primarily occupying eccentric dean of an Oxford college (8)
19 Be noncommittal when school chum of Copperfield ultimately gets to the top (8)
22 Look sullen over idle talk dismissing German’s work (6)
23 Red line crossed by us? On the contrary (5)
26 A helpful piece of advice about making bread (4)
28 Useless bit of pseudo-galena (3)